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Astronomical origin of the r-process

neutrino-driven wind

proto-NS

BH

Merger

Core-collapse Supernova 
(CC-SNe)?

neutron star (NS) 
mergers?

Supernova

NS NS

r-process is observed? 
in Kilonova/Macronova 

w/ GW170817

•no direct observation 
•theoretical difficulty 
•(no very n-rich matter)



cc-SNe as a long-expecting r-process site
Since B2FH (1957), cc-SNe have been expected 
as the r-process sites. However, …

Proceedings of “Supernovae: A Survey of Current Research” 
“Theoretical models for Supernovae” Woosely & Weaver 1981

• “Prompt explosion” (e.g., Hillebrandt+1987; Sumiyoshi+2001) 
̶> ONeMg SNe of 8-9Msun stars (with less neutrino heating) 

• Neutrino-driven proto-neutron star wind 
(e.g. Woosley&Hoffman 1992; Meyer+1992; Howard+1993)



Origin of diversity in metal-poor stars?
- many r-rich Galactic halo stars 
show the solar r-pattern 
- r-process has happened 
from the early Galaxy 
- astrophysical models 
reproduce this common 
pattern (Z>40; A>90)

Sneden+ (2008) ARAA

weak r (Honda+2006)

•medium r nuclei overproduced 
•or heavy r nuclei  underproduced

more examples 
e.g., M. Aoki+(2017)
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r-Process nucleosynthesis in MR-SNe

•Magnetar 
•strong magnetic field ～1015 G 
(～1 % of all neutron stars) 

•Magneto-driven Supernovae? 
•GRB central engine 
•Hypernovae 
•Super luminous SNe

hypernova/jet-like SN

•MR-SNe (magnetar formation) 
•2D: S.Nishimura+NN+(2006); NN+(2012) 
•3D: Winteler+NN+(2012) 

•“Collapsar model” (BH + disk + jet) 
•2D: Fujimoto+(2007); Fujimoto, NN, 
Hashimoto(2009); Ono+(2009, 2012)

2 Winteler et al.

tating core collapses with strong magnetic fields could
be the solution (Cameron 2003; Nishimura et al. 2006;
Fujimoto et al. 2008).
The present paper has the aim to explore the results

from our 3D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) calculations,
which lead to bipolar jet ejection. The following section 2
will discuss the initial models and the explosion dynam-
ics, section 3 will present nucleosynthesis results. Section
4 is devoted to a discussion of uncertainties and an out-
look on future investigations.

2. 3D MHD-CCSN MODEL

The calculation presented here was performed with the
computational setup similar to our previous investiga-
tions (Liebendörfer et al. 2005; Scheidegger et al. 2010).
The initially innermost (600 km)3 of the massive star
are covered by a 3D Cartesian domain uniformly dis-
cretized by 6003 cells, resulting in a 1 km resolution,
that is embedded in a spherically symmetric domain en-
compassing the iron core and parts of the silicon shell.
The magnetic fluid is evolved with the ideal MHD code
FISH (Käppeli et al. 2011) and the spherically symmet-
ric domain is evolved with the AGILE code (Liebendörfer
et al. 2002). The gravitational potential is approximated
by an effective axisymmetric mass distribution that in-
cludes general relativistic monopole corrections (Marek
et al. 2006). We use the Lattimer & Swesty (1991) equa-
tion of state (EoS) with nuclear compressibility 180 MeV.
We have included a Lagrangian component in the form
of tracer particles which are passively advected with the
flow. They record the thermodynamic conditions of a
particular fluid element and serve as input to the post-
processing nucleosynthesis calculations.
The transport of the electron neutrinos and anti-

neutrinos is approximated by a 3D spectral leakage
scheme, based on previous grey leakage schemes (Ross-
wog & Liebendörfer 2003; Ruffert et al. 1997). The neu-
trino energy is discretized with 12 geometrically increas-
ing energy groups spanning the range Eν = 3−200 MeV.
The amount of energy and particles locally released is
calculated for each bin as an interpolation between the
diffusive rates and the (free streaming) production rates,
depending on the local neutrino optical depth. For the
computation of the spectral optical depth we have used
a ray-by-ray axisymmetric approximation, calculated on
a polar grid encompassing the full 3D cartesian domain
discretized uniformly with 1km radial spacing and 30 an-
gular rays covering the full [0,π] realm. All fundamental
neutrino reactions have been included (neutrino scatter-
ing on nucleons and nuclei, neutrino absorption/emission
on nucleons and nuclei), providing detailed spectral emis-
sivities and opacities (Bruenn 1985). Inside the neu-
trinosphere, weak equilibrium is assumed and trapped
neutrinos are modeled accordingly; outside of it, no ex-
plicit absorption is considered. Thus we can only follow
neutrino emission and the associated neutronization of
matter. However, the up to now microphysically most
complete 2D axisymmetric study of MHD-CCSN with
multi-group flux-limited diffusion neutrino transport per-
formed by Burrows et al. (2007) has shown, that neutrino
heating contributes only 10-25% to the explosion energy
and is therefore subdominant. This justifies our prag-
matic approach at first.
We employed the pre-collapse 15M⊙ model of Heger

Fig. 1.— 3D entropy contours spanning the coordinates planes
with magnetic field lines of the MHD-CCSN simulation ∼ 31 ms
after bounce. The 3D domain size 700 × 700 × 1400 km.

et al. (2005). Although the model provides profiles for
rotation and magnetic fields, we use an analytic pre-
scription for their distributions and we will comment on
this choice in section 4. The initial rotation law was
assumed to be shellular with Ω(r) = Ω0R2

0/(r
2 + R2

0),
Ω0 = π s−1 and R0 = 1000 km corresponding to an
initial ratio of rotational energy to gravitational bind-
ing energy Trot/|W | = 7.63 × 10−3. For the magnetic
field we have assumed a homogeneous distribution of a
purely poloidal field throughout the computational do-
main of strength 5 × 1012 G corresponding to an initial
ratio of magnetic energy to gravitational binding energy
Tmag/|W | = 2.63× 10−8.
The computed model then undergoes gravitational col-

lapse and experiences core-bounce due to the stiffening
of the EoS above nuclear saturation density. Conser-
vation of angular momentum in combination with the
collapse leads to a massive spin-up of the core, reach-
ing Trot/|W | = 6.81 × 10−2 at bounce, and significant
rotationally induced deformations. During the collapse
the magnetic field is amplified by magnetic flux conser-
vation reaching a central strength of ∼ 5 × 1015 G and
Tmag/|W | = 3.02×10−4 at bounce. After bounce, differ-
ential rotation winds up the poloidal field very quickly
into a very strong toroidal field increasing the mag-
netic energy/pressure at the expense of rotational energy.
Consequently, strongly magnetized regions appear near
the rotational axis with an associated magnetic pressure
quickly reaching and exceeding that of the local gas pres-
sure. The Lorentz force then becomes dynamically im-
portant and matter near the rotational axis is lifted from
the proto-neutron star (PNS) and drives a bipolar out-
flow, i.e. jets are launched. The jets rapidly propagate
along the rotational axis and quickly reach the boundary
of the initial 3D domain. In order to follow the jet prop-
agation further, we have continuously extended the 3D
domain to a final size of 700× 700× 1400 km at ∼ 31 ms
after bounce. Figure 1 displays a snapshot at the final
time.
The quickly expanding bipolar jets transport energy

and neutron rich material outward against the gravi-
tational attraction of the PNS. We have estimated the
ejected mass Mej = 6.72 × 10−3M⊙ and explosion en-
ergy Eexp = 8.45 × 1049 erg by summing over the fluid
cells that are gravitationally unbound. These are admit-

Winteler et al. (2012)



The r-process in variable jet explosions
•explosion models (Takiwaki+ 2009; 2011): 
•a wide range of parameters: B-fields & rotation 
•in 2D (axisymmetry) 
•a variety of explosion features (prompt vs. delayed) 
•ignoring ν-heating on explosion (included in Ye evolution) 

•nucleosynthesis 
•can eject very neutron-rich matter

Jet-like explosions, 
driven by the strong 
magnetic pressure

NN, Takiwaki, Thielemann (2015)

prompt-jet delayed-jet



Ye (or neutron-richness) for different ejecta
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Diversity of MR-SNe and r-process

•Strong (prompt)-jets 
•very n-rich from the inside of the PSN (strong e̶capture) 

•Weaker (delayed) jets  
• less neutron-rich form PNS surface (strong neutrino 
absorption)

solar r metal-poor stars

Honda type

NN, Takiwaki, Thielemann (2015)



Magneto-rotational instability in CC-SN

MRI-driven Jet; plasma-beta

w/o MRI

resolution

w MRI

Δrmin = 100, 50, 25, 12.5 m

Sawai & Yamada (2014, 2016)
- MRI enhance B-fields of the core 
- neutrino-heating also affects 
explosion 

- 2D axisymmetric



MR-SNe driven by the MRI Nishimura+ (2017) 
simulated by H. Sawai

Nishimura+ (2015) 
simulated by T. Takiwaki

?



Need those strong initial B-fields?
Problem: varying B-fields/rotation 
    ̶> requires MRI convergence for each case 
         and comparison among models are difficult 
Adopt: varying Lν ̶> effective strength of B-fields  
in explosion dynamics

heating- 
dominated

magnetically- 
dominated

plasma-β

intermediate



Ye vs S of ejecta 
heating- 
dominated magnetically- 

dominated

Lν Lν × 0.6 Lν × 0.2

Ye - SYe = 0.3 Ye = 0.2



Nucleosynthesis results
Nishimura+(2017) by Sawai models

Nishimura+ 2015 
Takiwaki model 

prompt vs delayed

solar-like

“weak” heavy r pattern 
HD122563 (Honda+2006) 

“intermediate” r-process?



Origin of diversity in metal-poor stars?

• produces a wide range of nuclei (from Fe to r-process) 
• final abundances vary due to the effect of magnetic 

fields in explosion models



Summary & open questions

- Really need/exist such strong initial magnetic fields? 
- 3D effects 
- jet propagation 
- MRI in full 3D

✔Magnetically-driven polar-jets (“prompt jets”) 
produce produce heavy r-process elements 

✔while weaker explosions (“delayed-jets”) show 
weaker r-process (A < 130) 

✔more “realistic” (mild B-fields) prefer weaker 
r-processes? 

✔“intermediate” pattern can be reproduced by 
proper stellar parameters



3D effects on the r-process

B13 B12-sym B12
Mösta+2017(arXiv:1712.09370)

see, also, Halevi&Mösta(2017); arXiv:1801.08943

•B12: weaker r: is more realistic 
•B12-sym: artificially enhance jets 
̶> prompt-jet of Nishimura+(2015) 

•B13: unrealistically strong mag. 
fields̶> Winteler+2012



MR-SNe in GCE

•Tsuijmoto & NN (2015) ApJL 811: L10 
•Tsujimoto, NN, Thielemann (2018 in prep)



Multiple r-process sources in GCE?

B. Wehmeyer+ 2015: different event rates for MR-SNe

Cescutti+ 2015, A&A 577

+ ECSN + MR-SNeonly NS-NS

0.1%

10% of all CC-SN 
(in Z < 10-3)

NS mergers 
+ MR-SNe

shorter delay time or another source



Eu evolution in Dwarf Galaxies

•more frequent than NS-mergers 
and much less than regular cc-SNe 
•limited in low metallicity stars

Tsujimoto&NN (2015)

→ MR-SNe?



Tsujimoto & NN, ApJL (2015)
Chemical evolution models

GCE models suggest: 
  - rate event: 1/200 CC-SNe 
  - large Eu ejection: ～10-5 Msun 
agree with our MR-SN models 
(e.g. Nishimura+ 2015)

Eu evolution by MR-SNe in dSph galaxies
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r-process abundance feature

What we learned from faint dwarf galaxies
massive faint ultra faint



How the reality should be?

B-fields and/or rotation 
of progenitors

Nucleosynthesis results should 
be confirmed varying the initial 

B-fields and rotation.

1. does not exist (or quite few)? 
2. has some observables/role in GCE?

e.g., high [Zn/Fe] >1.5 than regular ccSNe 
      ̶> source of Zn in early-galaxies?

nucleosynthesis yields: github.com/nnobuya/mrsn 
or www2.yukawa.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~nobuya.nishimura/mrsn/

“intermediate” r-process?



“Zn-problem”

see, Hirai+(2018) 
•EC-SNe 
•“hypernovae”

MR-SNe CC-SN 
+ SN-Ia

Tsujimoto, NN, Thielemann (in prep)


